MOTION
INTELLIGENCE FOR
WAREHOUSES SUCCESS CASE
Enjoying warehouse motion
intelligence and new operational
insights from Wi-Fi technology
smart data
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DATUMIZE IS HELPING AN INTERNATIONAL
LOGISTICS COMPANY TO OPTIMIZE THEIR
WAREHOUSE OPERATIONS BY
GENERATING TIMELY INSIGHTS ABOUT THE
EMPLOYEES AND ASSETS MOVEMENTS
INSIDE THE FACILITIES, IMPROVING DAY
TO DAY BUSINESS EFFICIENCY AND
LEVERAGING MEANINGFUL DATA.
Overview
A leading international logistics providers uses
Datumize Motion Intelligence to optimize their
warehouse operations by generating timely
insights about the employees and assets
movements inside their facilities, leveraging
smart data from their Wi-Fi access points and
the Warehouse Management System (WMS).
They were looking for a unique solution that
would let them leverage the data they could
never access before.
When the Director of Innovations Team
discovered Datumize in one of the technology
fairs, the logistics company embarked on a long
and productive journey of collaboration with
Datumize. This alliance significantly
contributed to the development of the unique
solution that would perfectly adapt to the
company’s needs and expectations.
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Challenge
The logistics company had three main
challenges they wanted to solve with an
innovative solution. Driven by the acute
necessity of conducting the analysis of
warehouse activity as a long-term objective,
the main challenge was to find a costefficient technology to leverage previously
neglected data and to transform it into
valuable insights given the fact that the
company’s facility is really huge. So they
needed to find a solution that didn't impact in
their current technologies. As the Innovation
Project Manager of the company claims,
“Datumize has found a way to reach
information that we knew was there but could
not touch before, without changing our IT
infrastructure.”
The second challenge was to find data capture
experts that would collect data in a simple
and non-intrusive way. There were plenty of
offers from many companies to install sensors
throughout the facilities (e.g., bluetooth,
beacons), although that was exactly what the
client did not want to do.
The company was looking for the ways to start
using the data that has always been there, yet,
it was completely unstructured and
meaningless.
The company’s Department of Innovations
expressed a wish to collaborate with startups,
and Datumize appeared to be a perfect match
for its high expertise in the field of data
capture and non-intrusive, intuitive products.
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Finally, the third challenge consisted in
searching for an algorithm that would help to
detect the vehicle behaviour between the
activities, as well as to track the movement of
people and forklifts.
This is how the efficient relationship between
these two companies began. The Innovation
PM emphasized that Datumize team was of
great help on the stage of implementation of
the solution.
As a result, this fruitful cooperation allowed
the managers of the Logistics company to
successfully detect anomalies in the placement
of products, improve organization of
employees, and to better the overall efficiency
of the business operations.

"DATUMIZE HAS FOUND
A WAY TO REACH
INFORMATION THAT WE
KNEW WAS THERE BUT
COULD NOT TOUCH
BEFORE. THANKS TO
THEM AND THEIR
ALGORITHMS, WE ARE
HAVING INSIGHTS ON
OUR ACTIVITY THAT ARE
ALLOWING DIFFERENT
APPROACHES TO
PROBLEM-SOLVING AND
DAY TO DAY ACTIVITY
MANAGEMENT."
INNOVATION PM
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Solution
We have implemented Datumize Motion

In addition to the provided dashboard, this

Intelligence Solution that allows logistic

solution allows the warehouse managers to

warehouses of the company to gain insights on

detect anomalies in the placement of products,

what’s really happening on their facilities and

organization of employees, and to improve the

to start leveraging the valuable data that has

overall efficiency of the business.

long time been neglected.
By combining the analysis of information from

The logistics company has a team using this

the WMS with Artificial Intelligence algorithms,

solution day-to-day and enjoying a very

we are able to provide mission based metrics

intuitive and graphical visualization of the KPIs

and draw guessed path for each operation with

and insights generated from this data.

an accuracy of 90%.
We can also detect what a vehicle did between
the activities, the time that it was stopped, and

Visualising data via an analytics dashboard
gives insights, reveals trends and raises flags
to guide a continuous improvement process.

fix incorrect mission start information
introduced by operators. Moreover, this
solution enables the client to track the real
distance the forklifts are performing. The
report on activities can be split by type of
activity, person, and equipment.
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Benefits
With Datumize solution introduced, the client

In fact, with the implementation of Datumize

is enjoying all the real-time technical indicators

solution, the client discovered what happens

they need to ensure that there are no issues or

between the two activities since before the

lack of performance in their teams and

solution application they could only track some

operations. Via the use of motion data and the

information about what happens when a

creation of analytics, they can comprehend the

person carries goods.

overall performance and put in place corrective
actions. The solution features non-intrusive

The logistics company expects a lot from the

nature of data recovery. According to the

use of the solution: from generating valuable

Innovation PM, “while the majority of other

insights about in-house activities that were

companies were suggesting to install

ignored for a long time to more efficient

infrastructure, Datumize solution was simple
and allowed to manage the data efficiently.”
The main benefits of the solution are
warehouse workforce optimization, detection

problem-solving. As its responsible maintains,
“Datumize managed to find an algorithm that
will put data that doesn’t make any sense into
the insights that do make sense.”

of inefficiencies, product placement, and
detection of abnormalities in forklift
movements. Apart from the technical
monitoring, Datumize solution is very timeand cost-efficient. It is also possible to
customize the product according to the client’s
needs, adding up some extra features.
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“DATUMIZE ARE
EXPERTS IN DATA
MANAGEMENT. WE
KNOW HOW TO SHIP
PALLETS, BUT DATA
MANAGEMENT IS NOT
OUR FOCUS. SO, WE
NEEDED REAL EXPERTS
TO GATHER THE
INFORMATION,
ORGANIZE AND
ANALYZE IT, AND GIVE
IT A LOGICAL SENSE.”

The client expects to have even more long-term
benefits with the use of Datumize technology.
For them, having this new information about
their activities is already a significant step
forward, and they hope it will translate into a
substantial competitive advantage. As the
Innovation responsible says, "Datumize has
managed to collect data that at first seems to
have no value in key information to understand
our operations."
After the success of the solution in one of its
main warehouses, now the client is in the
expansion phase of the technology to the
warehouses located in other regions. They are
convinced that close collaboration is of the
utmost importance since they consider
Datumize to be a high-value technological
expert and that the solution designed will give
them a tremendous competitive advantage.

INNOVATION PM
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Conclusion
The client is now enjoying a robust solution
that enables them to greatly improve their
warehouse operations via the analysis of
timely, valuable insights related to the
employees and assets’ movements inside their
facilities. Today, we can already observe some
positive dynamics leading to the enhanced
business efficiency and overall optimization of
the warehouse activities.
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We are a software technology company established in 2014 in
Barcelona, Spain. Our aim is to develop innovative products that allow
companies to enjoy actionable insights based on dark data. Our secret
sauce is a proprietary and sophisticated data collection software that
gets data from fancy sources.
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